RENOLIT Flooring Components
Product Information

Flooring
components made
from a wide range
of materials

PRODUCT

In the flooring sector, the trend towards differentiation and individuality grows ever stronger.
RENOLIT is at the forefront of this trend with its Flooring Components range of tailor-made modules for laminate
flooring and elastic floor coverings.
RENOLIT manufactures both semi-finished and complete lamination system solutions in product compositions such
as PVC and PET, according to individual specifications. RENOLIT also supplies semi-finished products in the form of
transparent films, printed and printable blank layers that are appropriate to the specified substrate. These system
solutions consist of primer, a printed film layer and a further transparent embossed surface. Our Design Centre also
develops bespoke designs in accordance with customer specifications.
In close cooperation with our customers, we create décors that range from stone and woodgrains to individual
modern abstract designs. A wide choice of colour nuances and embosses completes the picture, enhancing the
visual and haptic experience.
These high-quality interior application films comply with the most stringent quality and design standards.
Functionality, durability, easy cleaning, mechanical and abrasion resistance as well as many other benefits
complement the flooring systems of RENOLIT.

RAW MATERIALS

1
DÉCOR DEVELOPMENT
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SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS /
FLOORING COMPONENTS

SYSTEM SOLUTIONS
FOR LAMINATING

Transparent film
Printed film
Printable film

Primer + Printed film +
Transparent film + Lacquer
(including lacquer development)

YOUR FINISHED FLOORING PRODUCT
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DESIGN CENTRE

Design consultation and development play a key role at RENOLIT and form the basis of our success.
We offer our customers contemporary décors, whilst being at the forefront in anticipating future trends. We work
intensively in the design industry, therefore we understand the market and what motivates our customers.
Customers can choose from our extensive range of existing décors or work with our expert teams to create exclusive
designs of their own. Our design specialists will be in close cooperation with you throughout the process, with
advice and support always available.

YOUR DÉCOR CHOICE DEVELOPED BY US
The RENOLIT Design Centre can create flooring décors based on your own concepts.
Our experienced design specialists have a perfect eye for design and can develop individual décors in accordance
with customer specifications and requirements.
Equipped with the latest technology and with a great deal of technical printing experience, our experts manage the
entire process chain - from décor development, through to digital processing and the preparation of the finished
digital and engraving data.

Our design specialists in Bochum have a wealth of
technical expertise and a keen eye for that certain something.
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Development of bespoke designs from
natural references such as wood or stone samples.

DESIGN CENTRE

The initial stage involves a meticulous search by our design experts for a suitable original reference for the final
décor.
Examples of original references include samples of genuine woodgrains or stone surfaces. Also popular are artificial
or abstract décors, which although not naturally occurring, may nevertheless harmonise perfectly with current
tastes and contemporary interior design trends.
Designs are then further modified to customer requirements in terms of texture, colouring, shading and width. The
design process ensures that customers receive an aesthetically pleasing and natural surface structure, whose
individual features can be further enhanced or modified.

DESIGN, MADE FOR YOU.
Some examples of our décor developments by our specialists:

“Acorah Fantasy”

“Tristan Oak”

“Carrara Aurora”

“Ironmetal”

“Castilla Oak”

“Bologna”
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FUNCTIONAL SOLUTIONS

OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE THROUGHOUT. FILMS FOR ELASTIC FLOOR COVERINGS.
RENOLIT offers a wide selection of films to give you the best possible choice for elastic flooring applications. The
range includes a wide variety materials, thicknesses, widths and product grades. Films developed in PVC and PET
formulations are available as both printed and transparent variants.
Product compositions conform to all approval requirements for the building and construction sector, yet the
products equally impress in terms of design variety and functional performance such as abrasion resistance and
durability.
Thanks to a comprehensive choice of colours and décors, these robust films offer a wide creative choice, even for
flooring areas subject to heavy use. We can also offer unprinted film layers to give you the widest possible design
scope. If digital printing is your preferred option, RENOLIT recommends that you conduct your own printing trials.
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RENOLIT Flooring Components
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ADDED VALUE THROUGH SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

RENOLIT offers you system solutions in the form of tailor-made modules, which are comfortable to walk on and
significantly warmer underfoot. Room and footfall noise are significantly reduced thanks to the particular product
composition of the system solution.
Multi-layer construction gives Flooring Components their outstanding performance properties:

Composition of customer-bespoke product construction.

RENOLIT‘s PVC and PET-based system solutions in a wide range of décors are ideally suited for lamination on HDF,
MDF or other board substrates.
Surface structures ranging from synchronous pore structures to the individual design requirements of the
wear layer are possible. Optimum functionality is assured - our system solutions have impressive performance
characteristics such as mechanical resistance and resistance to light and staining, with the surface coating
providing long-lasting floor protection.

OUR RAW MATERIALS
Printed and transparent film layers are available in PVC or PET formats, with both variants being REACH compliant.
The choice of quality materials is reflected in the products’ stain, abrasion and mechanical resistance, durability,
light fastness, easy to clean surface and wide-ranging design options.
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© Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG
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RENOLIT Flooring Components
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AT A GLANCE

All features and benefits of our Flooring Components at a glance:

Stain resistant

Abrasion resistant

Mechanical resistant

Durability

Lightfast

Decorative

Design options

Real wood look

Deep embossing

Easy to clean
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